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Abstract: Rapid urbanization has accelerated farmland transfer in China, which in turn has increased
the cultivation intensity of non-grain farmland (NGF). The aim of this paper was to analyze the
spatial patterns of non-grain farmland (NGF) at municipal-level cities in China from 2000 to 2014,
and explore the influence of urbanization and farmland transfer on the spatial patterns of non-grain
farmland (NGF). The study found that both NGF area and share have a consistent variation trend
which increased first, then decreased, and increased again. There were great differences between
NGF area and share, which had various spatial patterns. Global Moran’s I of NGF area and share
had strong positive spatial autocorrelations in 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2014, and revealed remarkable
clustered spatial patterns. Local spatial autocorrelation analysis found that the spatial agglomeration
pattern of the NGF area and the share changed significantly from 2000 to 2014. The spatial patterns
of NGF were significantly influenced by regional differences in urbanization and farmland transfer.
These results provide critical insights for formulating differential farmland transfer policies and
policies for sustainable development of agriculture and rural economy in China.
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1. Introduction

China is experiencing rapid urbanization. Its urbanization rate increased rapidly from 17.9%
in 1978 to 54.8% in 2014 and is estimated to reach 60% in 2020 at the annual rate of 1% [1]. Rapid
urbanization and industrialization of the country drew migrants from rural areas to cities, leading to a
trend of population decline in rural areas [2]. The total number of rural-urban migrants working in
Chinese cities reached 163 million in 2012, representing 25.44% of the total rural population [3]. This
not only relieved the problem of “large population and few land resources” in agricultural production,
but also triggered demands for farmland redistribution [4]. After practical explorations of rural land
use, farmland transfer has gradually become the main way of farmland redistribution in China [5,6].
It means that rural households with contractual rights of land give certain land management rights to
other rural households or economic organizations through sub-contracting, leasing, and investment
through shares. Land redistribution policy has to some extent been successful in reducing the poverty
and land inequity [7]. In 2014, the area of transferred farmland in China reached 2687 × 104 ha, 30.4%
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of the total cultivated land area. This percentage was two times higher than the 14.7% of transferred
farmland out of the total cultivated land area in 2010 [8]. Compared with other countries in the world,
farmland transfer rate (i.e., the share of transferred farmland area in the total cultivated land area) in
China is still at a relatively low level. By the end of the 20th century, farmland transfer rates in Uruguay,
the Philippines, and Bangladesh reached 41%, 51%, and 42% respectively [9], and the farmland transfer
rate in the USA in 1992 and Uganda in 1999 reached 43% and 36% respectively [10].

Farmland transfer is not only closely related to urbanization, rural land rental market, and
agricultural modernization [5,6,11], but is also related to the growth of farmers’ income and social
stability [12,13]. It has attracted considerable attention from policy makers in China. The first policy
document released by the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China (CCCPC) each year
has been related to farmland transfer since 2004. The Opinions for Guiding Ordered Transfer of
Rural Land Management Rights and Developing Moderate Scale Management of Agriculture (No.
(2014) 61) released by the General Office, CCCPC in 2014 had detailed regulations on farmland
transfer. Farmland transfer is conducive to developing large-scale land management, achieving
agricultural mechanization, and increasing agricultural productivity [6,14,15]. It is an important means
for promoting agricultural modernization in China.

Since farmland transfer releases an abundant surplus rural labor force, and planting grain crops
(e.g., rice, wheat, corn, sorghum, potato, and soybean) has relatively low earnings, more and more
farmland in China is now used for non-grain production, such as oil crops, cotton, bast fiber plants,
sugar crops, medicines, vegetables, cucurbites and feed crops. Based on a questionnaire survey
on farmland transfer of 1121 rural households in 10 provinces in China, Jiang discovered that the
proportions of grain crop area and commercial crop area after farmland transfer were 44.9% and
45.2%, showing obvious “non-grain” phenomenon when compared to existing farmland plantation
structure [16]. Based on a survey of 177 rural households in Zhejiang Province, the proportions of
grain crop area and non-grain crop area of the original farmland were 86.6% and 13.4%, but the
corresponding proportions after farmland transfer were changed to 24.8% and 75.2%, indicating that
the share of non-grain farmland (NGF) is 5.6 times higher than that of the original farmland [17].

Significant increase in the area of non-grain farmland (NGF) was also observed in other provinces
and cities. The NGF rate of 21 family farms in Wugang City, Henan Province was 61.8% [18] and the
NGF rate of 279 family farms in Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province was 90.0% [19]. Due to the large total
food consumption in China, a 10% reduction in grain self-sufficiency rate will take 2% of the world’s
grain market to compensate [20]. Although China has no food shortage at present, China’s food safety
is related to economic security and social stability. Since China has put food safety at the high strategic
level of state administration and national security, non-grain farmland (NGF) caused by farmland
transfer which leads to heightened food security concern began to attract considerable attention. The
Several Opinions on Establishing and Perfecting the Responsibility System of Provincial Governor
for Food Security released by the State Council in 2014 stipulates explicitly that “non-grain use of
farmland shall be avoided and non-agricultural use of farmland shall be prohibited strictly during the
transfer of cultivated land”.

There are great geographic disparities in the urbanization and socioeconomic development in
China. Examining the spatial patterns of non-grain farmland (NGF) and the influence of urbanization
and farmland transfer on them not only helps to reveal the driving mechanisms of NGF but also enables
the government to comprehend the spatiotemporal variations and development trends of non-grain
farmland (NGF). The aim of this paper is to analyze the spatial patterns of NGF at municipal-level
cities in China from 2000 to 2014, and explore the influence of urbanization and farmland transfer
on the spatial patterns of non-grain farmland (NGF). The study found that both NGF area and share
presented a consistent variation trend which increased first, then decreased and increased again during
this period. Intercity NGF area and share differed greatly. Both NGF area and share had significant
positive spatial autocorrelation, showing a remarkable clustered spatial pattern. The study observed
that urbanization and land transfer had significant influences on NGF in China. These results provide
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critical insights for formulating differential farmland transfer policies and policies for sustainable
development of agriculture and rural economy in China.

2. Literature Review

Since the end of the 1990s, the amount of transferred farmland in China has increased quite
rapidly in the suburbs of metropolitan and coastal areas, and in some grain growing regions. The share
of rural households with rented farmland increased from 9.4% in 2000 [21] to 13.5% in 2004 [5] and to
27% in 2008 [12]. The growth of transferred farmland was conducive to urbanization and agricultural
development. First, it optimized the allocation of farmland and provided a more efficient way to
transfer land from low-productivity farming households to high productivity ones [21,22]. Second,
abundant rural surplus labor was released, which improved non-farm employment and enhanced
farmers’ income [4,6,23,24]. Third, land rental markets facilitated large-scale land management and
lowered production costs [5,14,16,25]. To achieve these benefits, policies in China in recent years have
consistently encouraged farmland transfer. Previous studies have further discussed the reasons of
farmland transfer. The influencing factors of farmland transfer and willingness of rural households to
transfer farmland have been examined from different perspectives, such as resource endowment [26],
family characteristics [27], part-time farming [23,24], property features [12,28–30], and agricultural
production efficiency [15].

Only a few studies to date have examined issues concerning non-grain farmland (NGF) in China.
Past research has mainly focused on three aspects. First, analysis of the current situations of NGF.
Questionnaire-based investigations of rural households, family farms and agricultural cooperatives in
Yanji, Jilin Province [31], Ningbo, Zhejiang Province [19], Shenyang, Liaoning Province [32], Wugang,
Henan Province [18], some other provinces and cities in China [8,16,17], Japan [33], and western
Oregon and western Washington in the USA [34] have been conducted. These studies estimated
and compared the NGF share before and after farmland transfer. In sub-Saharan Africa, only 7%
of agricultural investment pertained to basic food crops, while this investment was heavily geared
towards commercial crops such as oilseeds (60%), timber and pulpwood trees (15%), and sugar crops
(13%) [35]. Several studies focused on land use change involving commercial crops such as rubber, tea,
and commercial fruits in tropical and subtropical regions using remotely sensed data [36–38].

Second, past studies examined the causes of changing to non-grain farmland (NGF) from
socioeconomic perspectives, especially from the perspective of cost and benefit. The relatively low
earnings of grain crops are the main cause of non-grain farmland [18]. The average revenues of
cotton, flue-cured tobacco, watermelon, cucumber, pepper, and lotus root were 4.4 times that of
rice. The annual revenues of flowers, fruits, and nursery-grown plants were 6–12 × 104 yuan/ha,
6–7.5 × 104 yuan/ha and 1.5–3 × 104 yuan/ha, which were far higher than the annual revenue of
1500 yuan/ha of grain crops [17]. Other studies found that the choice of commercial crop farming
is affected by household and individual characteristics, local and macro-economic factors, and land
use policy [39,40]. For example, Kline found that land use law and urban growth boundaries had a
significant inhibitory effect on the growth of non-agricultural land in western Oregon and western
Washington in the USA [34]. Nevertheless, Zhang and Du found that labor input per unit area of
grain crops was significantly lower than that of non-grain crops [40]. With the expansion of the land
management area, labor consumption would surely soar given the relatively low labor productivity
of non-grain crops. Therefore, land transfer will not necessarily lead to an increase in non-grain
farmland (NGF) if adequate labor input is not available. Note that it is easier to change small land
management areas to NGF than to change large land management areas, where planting grain crops is
often preferred. Besides, the higher the land rent, the more farmland is changed to NGF to gain more
revenues and compensate the costs [41,42].

Third, a growing number of studies focus on the spatial pattern of non-grain farmland (NGF) and
find evidence for the spatial clustering of NGF [43–45]. Agglomeration economies may explain spatial
clustering of NGF. Spatial dependence in technology adoption is usually attributed to agglomeration
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economies associated with cost reductions that result from greater availability of knowledge and
high-quality extension, when neighboring farmers are also adopters [46]. Schmidtner et al. found
evidence of economies of agglomeration in organic farming [47]. Boncinelli et al. found that proximity
reduces transaction and information costs [45]. Studies in China also showed that agglomeration of
population, industries and technology affected on spatial pattern of farmland [48,49]. These evidences,
however, are mostly based on county level data [47], rural household level data [46], and plot level
data [50]. While research on the spatial patterns of non-grain farmland (NGF) on the national level
in China is scarce, it is useful for improving the design of national agricultural policies and land
use policies.

Previous research has pointed out that NGF is becoming a major challenge to sustainable
urbanization and food security in China. It posed an important research problem and made conclusions
based on empirical investigations. However, these studies are mainly case studies based on micro-scale
questionnaire surveys of rural households from a socioeconomic perspective. They did not involve
any systematic analysis of the geographic disparities and spatial patterns of NGF. This study seeks to
fill this significant knowledge gap by examining the farmland transfer in China from 2000 to 2014.

3. Methodology

3.1. Research Framework

This research is based on the theoretical framework presented in Figure 1, which conceives that
NGF practice is intimately linked to the urbanization and farmland transfer in China. It also reflects the
interrelation between rural land use and development of the rural economy. Urbanization influences
non-grain farmland (NGF) through two processes. On the one hand, rural population migrates to
cities, which reduces agricultural labor force. Rural households may thus need to adjust their grain
production behaviors according to the amount of labor force and farmland area. On the other hand,
industrial growth creates more job opportunities for farmers, who will adjust their grain production
behaviors by comparing their income before and after engaging in non-agricultural employment.
Therefore, the influence of urbanization on NGF can be measured by urbanization rate (UR) and the
shares of secondary and tertiary industries output value in total regional GDP (SOVSTI) (Table 1).
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Table 1. Description of the variables used in the models.

Code Variable Variable Declaration

ANGF Area of non-grain farmland (ha) Difference between sown area of crops and sown area of grain crops

SNGF Share of non-grain farmland (%) Share of non-grain farmland area in sown area of crops

UR Urbanization rate (%) Proportion of permanent urban population in total population

SOVSTI
Share of the secondary and tertiary
industries output value to regional
GDP (%)

Proportion of sum outputs of the secondary and tertiary industries in
regional GDP

PCIRH Per capita income of rural
household (Yuan)

The income part in gross annual income of rural households deducting
expenditures for production and non-production operations, taxes and
contracting amount for collective tasks, which can be used in production
and non-production constructive investment, living consumption, and
savings directly. It includes operational revenues, wages income, property
incomes, and transfer incomes.

CLPH Cultivated land per household
(ha/household) Agricultural area divides number of rural households

AE Agricultural employees (people) Number of agricultural employees in agriculture, animal husbandry,
and fishery

SAE Share of agriculture employees (%) Share of agricultural employees in agriculture, animal husbandry,
and fishery in rural employees

TPAM Total power consumption of
agricultural machinery (104 kw)

Sum of all mechanical power used in agriculture, forestry, animal
husbandry, and fishery production, including farming machinery, irrigation
and drainage machinery, harvest machinery, plant protection machinery,
forestry machinery, fishery machinery, agricultural product processing
machinery, agricultural transportation machinery, and other machineries.

Specifically, farmland transfer influences NGF through the following processes. First, farmland
transfer changes the distribution of the original farmland among rural households where few people
will own more farmlands. Second, farmland transfer promotes large-scale land management, increases
agricultural machinery utilization, and changes the agricultural planting pattern. Third, farmland
transfer releases abundant rural surplus labor, increases part-time farming, and changes the income
structure of farmers. These changes may influence the grain production behaviors of peasants.
Therefore, the influence of farmland transfer on the spatial patterns of NGF was measured by per capita
income of rural household (PCIRH, in Yuan), cultivated land per household (CLPH, in ha/household),
the number of agricultural employees in agriculture, animal husbandry, and fishery (AE), the share of
agricultural employees in agriculture, animal husbandry, and fishery in total rural employees (SAE)
and the total power consumption of agricultural machinery (TPAM, in 104 kw) (Table 1).

3.2. Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis

Spatial autocorrelation is the phenomenon that the values of a spatial variable (e.g., share
of non-grain farmland) of nearby locations may be similar, leading to biased estimates (usually
overestimation) of the spatial relationship being examined. It is often described by global and local
indicators such as Moran’s I, Geary’ C and Getis’s G [51–53]. To measure how NGF is spatially
autocorrelated among the cities in China, this paper calculated Moran’s I values and assessed the null
hypothesis of no spatial autocorrelation. The value of Moran’s I ranges between +1 to −1. Positive
spatial autocorrelation indicates that similar values are showing in adjacent and nearby locations,
and the Moran’s I is closer to 1. While when the Moran’s I tends to −1, it shows negative spatial
autocorrelation which represents a pattern of high values locating among low ones. If the spatial
distribution of the values is completely random, this means no spatial autocorrelation is observed
and Moran’s I would approximate to zero. A row-standardized spatial weight matrix “W” is used to
describe the neighbor relationships in spatial autocorrelation analysis [54]. Wij represents the spatial
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weights assigned to pairs of units i and j. Cities that share common borders are defined as neighbors.
Equation (1) refers to global Moran’s I and Equation (2) is local Moran’s I as follows [55]:

Iglobal =

n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1
wij(xi − x)(xj − x)

n
∑

i=1
(xi − x)2

(1)

Ilocal =

n(xi − x)∑
j

wij(xj − x)

∑
i
(xi − x)2 (2)

where n is the number of spatial units; Xi and Xj are the values of variable x in spatial unit i and j; X is
the average over all spatial units of the variable, and Wij is the spatial weight matrix representing the
relationship strength between two spatial units.

Standardization is performed on the NGF data before calculation. Standard deviation (z-score) and
probability (p-value) returned by Moran’s Iglobal are used to measure if the null hypothesis is rejected.
The criteria of p-value, z-score, and the corresponding confidence level can be found in books such as
Anselin [51]. The Z test is used to test the statistical significance of the observed Moran’s I (Equation (3)):

Z(I) =
I − E(I)√

VAR(I)
(3)

where Z(I) represents the significance of Moran’ I, E(I) is the mathematical expectation of Moran’ I,
and VAR(I) refers to the variance.

The global Moran’s I cannot show the location of the clusters and the type of spatial
autocorrelation [51]. Therefore, the local indicator of spatial autocorrelation (LISA) was used
and mapped to illuminate local spatial association and the significance of local spatial patterns.
In particular, the map of the spatial patterns of LISA includes five categories [40]. “High-High” and
“Low-Low” mean positive spatial autocorrelation; “High-Low” and “Low-High” refers to negative
spatial autocorrelation. “Not Significant” means no statistically significant spatial autocorrelation [56].

3.3. Spatial Regression Models

Spatial regression models are useful for analyzing and characterizing spatial phenomena. This
paper applies spatial lag model (SLM) and spatial error model (SEM) to analyze spatial effects such
as spatial dependence entailed in the data. These two models have advantages of sharing the same
explanatory variables and information about a nearby region. SLM examines the spatial correlation of
the dependent variable, which can be represented by Equation (4).

y = ρWy + Xβ+ ε (4)

where y is the dependent variable; X is the measurement matrix of the explanatory variables of n × k;
ρ is the spatial regression coefficients reflecting the inherent spatial dependence of the data and the
influences of y on the observation of surrounding or neighboring spaces; W refers to the spatial weight
matrix of n × n order, which generally uses Rooks Contiguity Matrix ; Wy indicates spatially lagged
variables; β is a parameter vector relevant to the explanatory variables X; and ε is the random error term.

SEM takes into account the error process through the covariance of difference and can be
represented by Equation (5).

y = Xβ+ ε

ε = λWε+ µ
(5)
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where the dependent variable y is the vector of n × 1; X is the independent variable matrix of n × k;
parameter β reflects the influences of independent variables X on the dependent variable y; ε is the
random error term; W is the spatial weight matrix; λ is a parameter of spatial error and measures the
spatial dependence function of the observed values, namely the direction and degree of the influences
of observed value y in neighboring areas on the observed value y of local areas; µ is a random error
vector of normal distribution. The spatial dependence function of SEM exists in errors of disturbance
and measures the influence of the error of the dependent variable in neighboring areas on the observed
value of a local area.

3.4. Data Sources

In this study, cities at the municipal level are used as the spatial units for examining non-grain
farmland (NGF). The study period is from 2000 to 2014. Administrative divisions at the municipal
level remained unchanged from 2004 to 2010 in China, and were readjusted slightly in other years.
To ensure comparability of the results between different years, administrative units in years outside
the 2004–2010 period are combined or decomposed to match the administrative units of the 345
municipal-level cities in 2010, which includes four directly controlled municipalities, 15 vice-provincial
cities, 268 prefecture cities, and 58 counties administrated directly by province. Note that data for
Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan and most of the cities in Hainan Provinces were not available. Cities in
these regions or provinces are thus not included in this study.

Two indexes are used to measure NGF: area and share. NGF area (in ha) is the difference between
the sown area of crops and the sown area of grain crops, which is used to measure the quantity of NGF
in a region (Table 1). NGF share is the proportion of NGF area in the total sown area of crops, which
measures the share of NGF in a region (Table 1). The sown area of crops is the sum of cultivated and
non-cultivated lands which harvest agricultural products, including actual planting area or areas with
transplanted crops. Crops include grain crops, oil crops, cotton, fiber plants, sugar crops, medicine
crops, vegetables, cucurbites, and feed crops. The sown area of grain crops refers to the area planted
with rice, wheat, corn, sorghum, potatoes, and soybeans.

All data used in this research were obtained from statistical yearbooks (2001, 2006, 2011, and 2015)
of 30 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions, as well as the China Statistical Yearbook
(2001–2015) and the China Rural Statistical Yearbook (2001–2015).

4. Results

4.1. Evolution and Spatial Distribution of Non-Grain Farmland

Non-grain farmland (NGF) area and share had a consistent trend from 2000 to 2014. It increased
first, then decreased and increased again, and showed different characteristics at different stages
(Figure 2). NGF area increased quickly from 4896 × 104 ha in 2000 to 5300 × 104 ha in 2003, while NGF
share increased from 31.3% to 34.8%. Agricultural tax was abolished in China in 2005, which reduced
the grain production cost significantly and increased farmers’ incomes. NGF area and share began to
drop remarkably after 2004, and decreased to 4783 × 104 ha and 31.2% in 2007. Subsequently, NGF
area increased significantly and reached 5272 × 104 ha in 2014, while NGF share increased slightly and
rose to 31.9% in 2014.
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The area of NGF differed greatly between the cities. In 2000, the NGF area of 11 cities exceeded
40 × 104 ha (Figure 3a). Chongqing had the largest NGF area of 82 × 104 ha. In 2014, the NGF area of
18 cities exceeded 40 × 104 ha (Figure 3b) and Chongqing still had the largest NGF area, increasing
to 130 × 104 ha. The number of cities with NGF area of 20–40 × 104 ha changed slightly, which only
increased from 68 in 2000 to 70 in 2014. However, the spatial pattern of the NGF area changed greatly.
In 2000, cities with a large NGF area were mainly concentrated in central China, such as Hubei, Hunan,
Jiangxi, Anhui, and Henan Provinces, but shifted to southwestern China like Guangxi and Guizhou
Provinces in 2014. The number of cities with an NGF area of 10–20 × 104 ha witnessed a notable
increase from 96 in 2000 to 110 in 2014. The number of cities with an NGF area of 5–10 × 104 ha
decreased sharply from 85 in 2000 to 59 in 2014. The number of cities with an NGF area smaller than
5 × 104 ha changed slightly, which increased from 85 in 2000 to 88 in 2014 (Figure 3), but presented
great spatial changes. These cities were mainly distributed in Tibet, Qinghai, west Sichuan, west
Inner Mongolia, and Ningxia Provinces in 2000, but they were distributed widely in Shanxi, Jilin and
Heilongjiang Provinces in 2014. The spatiotemporal changes of NGF area indicated two features. First,
the NGF area of the vast majority of cities increased generally during these 15 years. Second, the
spatial distribution of the NGF area polarized at the high and low ends, manifested by an increasing
number of cities with a small and large NGF area.

The share of NGF also differed greatly between the cities, but it had a different spatial pattern
when compared to that of NGF area. In 2000, the NGF share of 11 cities was more than 60%, and
these cities were mainly distributed in Xinjiang, Qinghai, and Gansu Provinces (Figure 3c). Shenzhen
had the highest NGF share of 94.8%. In 2014, the number of cities with more than 60% of NGF share
increased to 32, and these cities were mainly distributed in Xinjiang, Tibet, and Qinghai Provinces.
Some cities in Guangdong, Fujian, and Zhejiang Provinces also had higher than 60% of NGF share
(Figure 3d). Shenzhen still had the highest NGF share of 99.8%. The number of cities with an NGF
share of 40–60% increased notably from 83 in 2000 to 99 in 2014. It expanded from the junction of
Xinjiang, Qinghai, and Inner Mongolia as well as around the junction of Hunan and Jiangxi Provinces
in 2000 to Zhejiang, Fujian, Hunan, Hubei, Guangxi, Guangdong, Guizhou, and eastern Yunnan
in 2014. The number of cities with an NGF share of 20–40% dropped notably from 188 in 2000 to
151 in 2014. The number of cities with an NGF share less than 20% remained the same 63 in 2000
and 2014, but the spatial pattern changed greatly. The NGF share in most cities in Ningxia and
Tibet Provinces increased greatly, whereas the NGF share in northeastern China, Shanxi, and Anhui
Provinces decreased dramatically. The spatiotemporal changes of NGF share had two features. First,
the number of cities with an NGF share more than 40% increased significantly. Second, the spatial
agglomeration of NGF share intensified.
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4.2. Spatial Pattern of Non-Grain Farmland

Global spatial autocorrelation analysis was performed by means of Moran’s I statistic and its
visualization in the form of a Moran scatter plot in this study. The Moran scatter plots of NGF area
in 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2014 are shown in Figure 4, which reflect changes in the spatial pattern of
NGF area. The global Moran’s I of NGF area was 0.365 (p = 0.001) for 2000, which decreased to 0.360
(p = 0.001) for 2005 and 0.352 (p = 0.001) for 2010, and decreased to 0.323 (p = 0.001) for 2014. All
the global Moran’s I of NGF area in these four years are significant at the 0.01 level. They indicate
significantly positive spatial autocorrelation and have a remarkable clustered pattern. The Moran
scatter plots of NGF share in 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2014 are shown in Figure 5. The global Moran’s I of
NGF share presented an overall upward trend from 0.457 (p = 0.001) for 2000 to 0.495 (p = 0.001) for
2005, but it decreased to 0.484 (p = 0.001) for 2010 and then increased to 0.528 (p = 0.001) for 2014. All
of the global Moran’s I of NGF share in these four years are significant at the 0.01 level. They also had
significantly positive spatial autocorrelation and have a remarkable clustered pattern.

Figure 6 shows the spatial patterns of municipal-level NGF area in 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2014
respectively in China. It reveals great changes between these four years, especially the High-High and
Low-Low areas. In 2000, the High-High area, which was the aggregated area of cities with high NGF area,
had 39 cities that were located at the junction of Henan and Shandong, Hubei, Jiangxi, northern Hunan,
northern Guangxi, and northern Guizhou Provinces (Figure 6a). The High-High area was larger in 2005
and 2010 and expanded toward the southwest gradually (Figure 6b,c). In 2014, the High-High area covered
46 cities, mainly in Chongqing, Hubei, the junction of Hunan and Guizhou, junction of Guangxi and
Yunnan, eastern Henan, and western Xinjiang (Figure 6d). Thirty four cities were located in the Low-Low
area in 2000, which was the aggregated area of cities with low NGF area. Most of these cities were located
in Tibet, Qinghai, Gansu, and western Sichuan Provinces and a few cities in Liaoning Province (Figure 6a).
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Compared with the Low-Low area in 2000, the Low-Low area in 2005 and 2010 expanded slightly toward
the northeast (Figure 6b,c). In 2014, although the number of cities in the Low-Low area changed slightly,
the spatial pattern changed a lot (Figure 6d). The Low-Low area decreased sharply in western China and
was located in southern Tibet and the junction of Sichuan and Qinghai Provinces. Due to its dispersed
distribution, the Low-High area, where cities with low NGF area were adjacent to cities with high values,
presented no distinctive spatial pattern. On the whole, the NGF area had remarkable spatial agglomeration
and the High-High area moved from central China to southwestern China.
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Figure 7 shows the spatial patterns of municipal-level NGF share in 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2014
respectively in China. Similar to the spatial patterns of NGF area, the spatial patterns of the NGF
share changed tremendously over these 15 years. The High-High and Low-Low areas presented the
largest changes in spatial pattern. In 2000, the High-High area covered 39 cities, which were located in
Xinjiang, junction of Qinghai, and Gansu, junction of Hubei, Hunan, and Jiangxi as well as junction of
Guangxi and Guangdong (Figure 7a). In 2005 and 2010, the High-High area decreased considerably
at the junction of Hubei, Hunan, and Jiangxi, whereas the High-High area increased to some extent
at the junction of Guangxi and Guangdong, and changed slightly in Xinjiang and at the junction of
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Qinghai and Gansu (Figure 7b,c). In 2014, the High-High area covered 51 cities. Zhejiang showed new
agglomeration regions (Figure 7d). The High-High area increased significantly in the Pearl River Delta,
Guangxi, and Guizhou, whereas it declined greatly in central China, with spatial agglomeration in
only a few cities in eastern Hubei Province. The Low-Low area also witnessed great changes. In 2000,
the Low-Low area covered 25 cities, which were located mainly in southern Tibet, central Shanxi
Province, and some cities in Heilongjiang Province (Figure 7a). In 2000 and 2005, the Low-Low area
expanded continuously in northeastern China, but decreased gradually and finally disappeared in
southern Tibet and central Shanxi Provinces (Figure 7b,c). The Low-Low area covered 44 cities in 2014,
located mainly in northeastern China (Heilongjiang, Jilin, and the eastern region of Inner Mongolia)
and western Shanxi Province (Figure 7d). The High-Low and Low-High areas were scattered, but they
did not have a distinctive spatial pattern. Overall, the trend of spatial agglomeration in the NGF share
intensified during this period.

These results reveal the spatial disparities of NGF area and share in China. They indicate that the
spatial pattern of NGF changed remarkably from 2000 to 2014, especially in that the High-High areas
moved from central China (which is one of the main grain production areas) to southwestern China.
Regional differences in economic growth and urbanization led to the migration of the agricultural
population and increased non-agricultural job opportunities and peasant income, and finally were
reflected in the spatial patterns of NGF. These spatial patterns may request regional differentiation of
land use policies, food policies, and agricultural policies.
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4.3. Influencing Factors of NGF Spatial Patterns Change

The above analysis of global and local spatial autocorrelation shows that spatial clustering exists
with respect to municipal-level non-grain farmland (NGF). Therefore, it is necessary to undertake
further analysis using a spatial econometric model that takes into account spatial dependence. Anselin
put forward a decision rule for selecting spatial models to properly take spatial dependence into
account [51]: use ordinary least square (OLS) to estimate the model first, and then judge the existence
of spatial dependence and select the proper model for estimation according to the results of spatial
dependence diagnostics. Based on this rule, if the diagnostic results of both Lagrange Multiplier
Lag (LM-LAG) and Lagrange Multiplier Error (LM-ERR) are insignificant, then OLS is sufficiently
explanatory. When one of them is significant, then spatial autocorrelation still exists and the results
obtained with OLS would be biased. In this situation, a proper spatial econometric model needs to be
selected for the analysis. More specifically, when LM-LAG is significant while LM-ERR is insignificant,
spatial lag models should be adopted. On the contrary, when LM-ERR is significant while LM-LAG is
insignificant, spatial error models should be used. When both LM-LAG and LM-ERR are significant,
the diagnostic results of Robust LM-LAG and Robust LM-ERR should be compared. When the former
one is significant, spatial lag models should be used. On the contrary, if the latter is significant, spatial
error models should be used.

Table 2 shows the results of the OLS estimations on NGF area and share in 2000 and 2014.
According to the rule put forward by Anselin [51], the LM-LAG and LM-ERR estimations of NGF
area and share in 2000 and 2014 were significant, indicating that NGF was not distributed randomly
in space and the spatial dependence in NGF should be corrected. However, the Robust LM-LAG
estimations of NGF area and share in 2000 and 2014 were not significant, while the Robust LM-ERR
estimations were significant, which indicates that a spatial error model was more suitable for NGF
area and share in 2000 and 2014.

Table 2. Ordinary least square (OLS) estimation of NGF in 2000 and 2014.

Variable
2000 2014

NGF Area NGF Share NGF Area NGF Share

CONSTANT 12,266.950 0.028 40,565.900 ** 0.053 **
UR 89,894.540 *** 0.119 ** 45,999.370 0.148 **

SOVSTI −136,051.300 *** −0.066 103,842.700 *** 0.193 ***
PCIRH 14.686 *** 0.000 *** −4.749 ** 0.000 **
CLPH −756.933 0.010 ** 2560.115 0.006 **

AE 0.106 *** 0.000 *** 0.101 *** 0.000 *
SAE 70,004.230 *** 0.180 *** −105,637.000 *** −0.015

TPAM 118.852 *** −0.0001 ** 51.278 * −0.001 ***
R2 0.690 0.434 0.476 0.323

AIC 9370.910 −518.526 9691.900 −294.795
SC 9402.280 −487.153 9723.270 −263.423

LM-LAG 38.675 *** 117.101 *** 39.511 *** 194.350 ***
Robust LM-LAG 0.085 0.824 3.543 0.530

LM-ERR 102.441 *** 236.405 *** 93.310 *** 268.478 ***
Robust LM-ERR 63.851 *** 120.127 *** 57.343 *** 74.659 ***

Note: UR is urbanization rate. SOVSTI is the share of the secondary and tertiary industries output value to
regional GDP. PCIRH is per capita income of rural household (in Yuan). CLPH is cultivated land per household
(in ha/household). AE is the number of agricultural employees in agriculture, animal husbandry, and fishery in
rural employees (in people). SAE is share of agricultural employees in agriculture, animal husbandry, and fishery.
TPAM is the total power of agricultural machinery (in 104 kw). ***, **, * indicate passing the 1%, 5%, and 10%
significance tests respectively.

Table 3 shows the results of the spatial error models (SEM) for NGF area and share in 2000 and
2014. The R2 of the spatial error models of NGF area in 2000 and 2014 were 0.765 and 0.575, higher than
that of 0.690 and 0.476 of the OLS models. The R2 of the spatial error models of NGF share in 2000 and
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2014 were 0.719 and 0.666, higher than that of 0.434 and 0.323 of the OLS models. This indicates that
SEM estimations of NGF area and share were better than OLS estimations. It is unlikely for NGF to
be regionally independent, but OLS estimations ignored spatial autocorrelation. It is thus necessary to
introduce spatial dependence to correct the linear regression models. The spatial error coefficients (λ)
of NGF area in the SEMs for 2000 and 2014 were 0.493 and 0.416, passing the 1% significance test. The
spatial error coefficients (λ) of NGF share in the SEMs for 2000 and 2014 were 0.707 and 0.679, passing the
1% significance test. This indicates that NGF has obvious spatial diffusion effect among different regions.

Table 3. Result of spatial regression of NGF.

Variable
NGF Area NGF Share

SEM-2000 SEM-2014 SEM-2000 SEM-2014

CONSTANT 7018.081 15,362.030 −0.038 * −0.021
UR 64,998.330 ** 15,786.180 0.139 *** 0.138 ***

SOVSTI −133,058.300 *** 63,515.800 * −0.028 0.232 ***
PCIRH 14.629 *** 0.256 0.000 *** 0.000 ***
CLPH −4275.040 −1230.832 0.010 *** 0.008 ***

AE 0.101 *** 0.101 *** 0.000 0.000
SAE 85,157.950 *** −89,183.600 *** 0.222 *** 0.028

TPAM 149.283 *** 89.140 *** 0.000 0.000
ρ/λ 0.493 *** 0.416 *** 0.707 *** 0.679 ***
R2 0.765 0.575 0.719 0.666

AIC 9292.710 9630.900 −721.418 −505.393
SC 9324.080 9662.270 −690.046 −474.021
S.E 58,893.700 93,636.000 0.083 0.112

Note: UR, SOVSTI, PCIRH, CLPH, AE, SAE, and TPAM are as those in Table 2. ***, **, * indicate passing the 1%, 5%,
and 10% significance tests respectively.

Urbanization rate (UR) had a significant effect on NGF area in 2000, but did not have a significant
effect on NGF area in 2014. NGF shares in 2000 and 2014 were affected significantly by urbanization
rate (UR). Specifically, every 1% growth of UR increased NGF area in 2000 by 64,998.33 ha and increased
NGF share in 2000 and 2014 by 13.9% and 13.8% respectively. Urbanization is a process whereby rural
population migrates to cities. From 2000 to 2014, the urbanization rate (UR) in China increased from
36.2% to 54.8%. The migrant worker population in 2014 reached 274 million [57]. These migrant workers
earned higher incomes in urban areas than in agricultural production [58]. To reduce the rural-urban
income gap, especially the income difference with migrant worker households, rural households engaged
in agricultural production preferred to planting commercial crops to generate higher incomes.

The share of the secondary and tertiary industries output value in regional GDP (SOVSTI) also
had a significant effect on NGF area. It did not affect NGF share in 2000, but had a significant effect on
NGF share in 2014. Specifically, every 1% increase in SOVSTI brought about a 133,058.300 ha reduction
in NGF area in 2000, a 63,515.800 ha increase in NGF area and 23.2% growth in NGF share in 2014. The
SOVSTI increased from 85.3% in 2000 to 90.8% in 2014. After 2004, the policy of “industry nurtures
agriculture and urban supports rural” was proposed, which increased support to agriculture, including
removal of agricultural tax as well as increasing agricultural infrastructure investment and subsidies
to agriculture. Particularly, local governments increased support to ecological and tourism-oriented
agriculture as well as facilitated agricultural development through various means, such as taxation,
finance, and land utilization. These kinds of agriculture mainly focus on planting vegetables, fruits,
flowers and other commercial crops. As a result, NGF area and share increased.

The per capita income of rural household (PCIRH) had a significant effect on NGF area in 2000, but
did not have a significant effect on NGF area in 2014. If PCIRH increases by 1 Yuan, NGF area increased
by 14.629 ha in 2000. While PCIRH had significant effects on NGF share in 2000 and 2014, these effects
on NGF share were quite minor and thus were not substantively important (i.e., a considerable increase
in per capita income of rural household would not bring forth a substantial increase in NGF share).
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Peasant incomes mainly include agricultural business income, wage income, property income, and
transfer income. In 2000, the proportions of agriculture business income, wage income, property
income, and transfer income in the total net income of peasants were 63.3%, 31.2%, 3.5%, and 2.0%
respectively. This indicates that agriculture income was still the main source of peasant income.
At that time, farmland transfer behaviors only existed in few economically developed regions and
property income did not witness considerable growth. In addition, government had been levying
agricultural taxes before 2005—without direct grain subsidy, agricultural material subsidies, selective
seed subsidies, and farm machinery purchase subsidy in any way—thus failing to achieve growth
in transfer income. Therefore, planting commercial crops was the main means of increasing peasant
income when there was sluggish growth in wage income, property income and transfer income.

Cultivated land per household (CLPH) did not have a significant effect on NGF area, but had a
significant effect on NGF share. If CLPH increased by 1 ha, NGF share would have increased by 1.0%
and 0.8% in 2000 and 2014 respectively. In 2000, there were few migrant workers and agriculture business
income was the main source of peasant income, accompanied by low grain price and high agricultural taxes.
Farmers preferred planting commercial crops in order to obtain higher incomes when CLPH increased, thus
increasing NGF share. In 2014, farmland transfer became popular due to massive rural-urban migration
of workers. Particularly, wage income had replaced agriculture business income and become the main
source of household income in economically developed regions. Therefore, the farmers’ will to plant
commercial crops was not strong when CLPH increased, resulting in a lower NGF share than in 2000.
Spatially, Xinjiang, Gansu, Qinghai, Guangxi Provinces, and northeast China had higher CLPH and higher
NGF share than other regions, which partially agrees with the spatial pattern of the High-High area in
Figure 6. Northeastern China had high CLPH but low NGF share, indicating that its NGF share may be
influenced by other natural conditions, such as climate, terrain, water resource and soil [59,60].

The number of agricultural employees (AE) had a significant effect on NGF area, but did not have a
significant effect on NGF share. The share of agricultural employees (SAE) had a significant effect on NGF
area in both 2000 and 2014 and had a significant effect on NGF share in 2000 but not in 2014. Specifically, if
the number of agricultural employees (AE) increased by 10,000, NGF area would have increased by 0.101
ha in both 2000 and 2014. If the share of agricultural employees (SAE) increased by 1%, NGF area and
share would have increased by 85,157.950 ha and 22.2% respectively in 2000, while NGF area would have
decreased by 89,183.600 ha in 2014. In 2000, the problems of agriculture in China were low grain price,
high agricultural taxes, and low comparative returns of planting grains. Besides, industrialization and
urbanization provided few job opportunities for peasants. When the number of agricultural employees
(AE) increased, planting commercial crops was a reliable way to increase income, leading to increased
NGF area and share. Compared to 2000, great social and economic changes took place in 2014. First,
planting grain crops could bring more income than before, which was attributed to the sharp increase in
grain price, the removal of agricultural tax, and the provision of agricultural subsidies. Second, migrant
workers were widespread, directly reducing available farm labor [22] as the elderly and children were
left in rural areas [61]. The elderly often could not undertake labor intensive planting of commercial
crops. Third, plenty of farmland transfer made farmland become concentrated in the hands of a few rural
households or agricultural enterprises, and large-scale land management prefers to plant grain crops [40].
Therefore, NGF area decreased with an increase in the share of agricultural employees (SAE).

The total power consumption of agricultural machinery (TPGM) had a significant effect on
NGF area, but did not have a significant effect on NGF share, indicating that the higher total power
consumption of agricultural machinery (TPGM), the larger the NGF area. Specifically, for every
1 × 104 kw increase in TPGM, NGF area would have increased by 149.283 ha and 89.140 ha in 2000 and
2014 respectively. China has been increasing efforts to consolidate rural land since 2000. The conditions
of agricultural production have improved greatly through land leveling, rural road construction,
and farmland water conservancy projects. Meanwhile, rural land consolidation reduced farmland
fragmentation, which was conducive to the increasing use of agricultural machinery in cultivation.
The extensive use of agricultural machinery notably shortens peasants’ time spent on agricultural
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production, resulting in farmers’ abundant surplus time. Therefore, some farmers chose to find
jobs in cities and others chose to plant commercial crops with higher labor consumption and higher
economic benefits, thus increasing NGF area to some extent. Moreover, agricultural machinery is
widely used in the Northeastern Plain, the North China Plain, the middle-lower Yangtze Plain, and
the Central Shaanxi Plain. However, Hubei, Hunan, Anhui, Jiangxi, Guangxi, and Guizhou Provinces
are dominated by hills and mountains. These areas adopted land consolidation to facilitate farmland
transfer and large-scale agricultural operation, bringing rapid growth in agricultural machinery
utilization. Therefore, NGF area in hilly and mountainous regions was larger than that in plain areas,
which agrees with the clustered spatial pattern of the High-High areas in Figure 6.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

As China’s urbanization and farmland transfer continue to grow, the growth in non-grain farmland
is also continuing and even accelerating. Policies in China in recent years have consistently encouraged
farmland transfer. The document entitled Opinions on Improving the Separation of Land Ownership,
Land Contract Right and Land Operating Right released by the General Office, CCCPC in October 2016
established the institutional foundation for farmland transfer and large-scale agricultural management.
Large-scale land management in rural China was one means of preventing further widening of the
income disparity between those who remained in the agricultural sector and those who moved to
the non-farm sector. The relatively low earnings of grain crops were the main contributor to the
income gap between grain and of non-grain farmers. In fact, what Chinese farmers care the most
about is their income. One of the most important reasons for their non-grain behavior is to boost
income. Chinese farmers’ income is largely composed of the following four portions: (1) wage income
which is affected by the development of secondary and tertiary industry; (2) agricultural business
income which is affected by the prices of labor, agricultural commodity, and means of agricultural
production; (3) property income which is affected greatly by land rent; and (4) transfer income which is
constituted by agricultural subsidies such as direct food subsidies, direct agricultural material subsidies,
selective seed subsidies, and farm machinery purchase subsidies. Nevertheless, there are major regional
differences in income which will have an impact on the spatial patterns of NGF. Further examination of
the driving forces underpinning the NGF is needed. Agricultural population will gather further in cities
and farmland transfer will be a general phenomenon in the coming years in China. It is anticipated that
the NGF trend will continue. To prevent non-grain behavior becoming more prevalent, especially in
major grain producing areas, specific land use policies and agricultural policies should be formulated
and implemented. For example, land utilization control should be reinforced, and land operating rights
should be eligible for mortgages in order to support large-scale agricultural management.

This study analyzed the spatiotemporal variations and spatial patterns of non-grain farmland
(NGF) area and share in China using spatial regression models that take into account the effects of
spatial autocorrelation. It explored the effects of urbanization and farmland transfer on NGF from
2000 to 2014. Results of the study indicated that both NGF area and share have a consistent variation
trend during this period: increased first, then decreased, and increased again. There were great
spatiotemporal disparities in NGF area and share in municipal-level cities. The NGF area of the vast
majority of cities increased generally during these 15 years. The spatial distribution of the NGF area
polarized at the high and low ends, manifested by increasing number of cities with small and large
NGF area. The number of cities with an NGF share higher than 40% increased sharply and the spatial
agglomeration of NGF share intensified during the period.

Both NGF area and share showed positive spatial autocorrelation and had a remarkable clustered
spatial pattern. The spatial patterns of NGF area and share witnessed great changes from 2000 to 2014,
especially the High-High and Low-Low areas. NGF area had remarkable spatial agglomeration and
the High-High area moved from central China to southwestern China. The Low-Low area of NGF area
decreased sharply in western China and expanded toward the northeast. The Low-High area of NGF
area was close to the High-High area, without distinctive spatial pattern. The spatial agglomeration in
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NGF share intensified from 2000 to 2014. The High-High area increased significantly in the Pearl River
Delta, Guangxi, and Guizhou, whereas it declined greatly in central China, with spatial agglomeration
in a few cities in eastern Hubei Province. The Low-Low area witnessed continuous expansion in
northeastern China and gradually decreased in southern Tibet and central Shanxi Provinces, and
finally agglomerated mainly in northeastern China and western Shanxi Province.

The spatial patterns of non-grain farmland (NGF) were significantly influenced by regional
differences in urbanization and farmland transfer. The effects of urbanization and farmland transfer
on non-grain farmland (NGF) changed significantly from 2000 to 2014. Urbanization rate (UR) had a
significant effect on NGF area in 2000 and NGF share in 2000 and 2014, but did not have a significant
effect on NGF area in 2014. The share of the secondary and tertiary industries output value to regional
GDP (SOVSTI) had a significant effect on NGF area, and had a significant effect on NGF share in
2014 rather than in 2000. Per capita income of rural household (PCIRH) had a significant effect on
NGF area in 2000, but did not have a significant effect on NGF area in 2014. Cultivated land per
household (CLPH) did not have a significant effect on NGF area, but had a significant effect on NGF
share. The number of agricultural employees (AE) had a significant effect on NGF area, but did not
have a significant effect on NGF share. The share of agricultural employees (SAE) had a significant
effect on NGF area both in 2000 and 2014 and on NGF share in 2000, but did not have a significant effect
on NGF share in 2014. Total power consumption of agricultural machinery (TPGM) had a significant
effect on NGF area, but did not have a significant effect on NGF share.
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